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(January’s Right—The Right to be the best that we can be) 

HUBBLE BUBBLE! 

Here in the Hub we are busy working as       

always!      After all, it is school!  

Our topic this term for Year 1 and Year 2 is 
‘Bubbles and Brews’ and it fits perfectly to 

the current situation as both our year groups 
are in a ‘bubble’ too! 

We thought long and hard about how we 
could make our learning fit the topic and   

decided that we would work our magic and 
transform the classroom. Last week, as well 

as completing all of our online learning, we 
decided to cast a spell on the classroom and 

make it magical. We built a new small world 
with a volcano, dragons, dinosaurs and hot 

melting lava (painted rice!) and then we painted ‘dragons’ eggs’ for the 

nest. 

As well as all of this, we thought that the classroom was not complete     

without a ‘Potions Lab’ in order to cast spells on the adults in the room 

making us work – so we did!   A few eyeballs, spiders, and two wands later 
we had a cauldron bubbling!   It has been great 
making up new potions. 

Miss Comley and Mrs Carter have been really 
helpful this week too.   Miss Comley helped us 

make lots of play dough so that we learnt about 
heating, cooling and mixing and Mrs. Carter 

helped us make colour spinners to learn about 

mixing colours.  
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 15-19/02—Half Term 
Break 

 29/03-09/04—Easter 
Break 

 06/05—INSET Day 

 07/05—INSET Day 

 31/05-04/06—Half Term 
Break 

 19/07—Summer Holidays 

 02/09—INSET Day 

 03/09—School Term 
Starts for pupils 

 25-29/10– Half Term 
Break 

 17/12—Christmas Break 

 04/01/22—School Term 
Starts for pupils 



 

 

HUBBLE BUBBLE! 

We wish we could use our magic to bring all of our friends back to 
school to help us with our topic but at least we get to see them on 

Teams and keep them up to date with what is happening in school via 

this Newsletter.   I hope all the rest of the Foundation Phase are as 
busy as we are too! 

In the mornings we have been completing loads of work on building 

sentences to include adjectives, verbs, adverbs and speech marks 

ready to write fab stories next week where we will change the Magic 
Porridge Pot into something creative.  We have also learned how to 

use number facts to complete tricky sums – like magic! 

 

Below the children give you their thoughts on what we have been   

doing ... 

 

‘I painted a magic pebble for my story’.   (Ette) 

‘I like playing ‘Teach your Monster to Read’.   (Billy) 

‘I like playing with the big dinosaurs by the volcano’.   (Jake) 

‘I used the bright orange lava and put it over the  volcano’.   (Evalina) 

‘I liked making the play doh with salt, water, flour and food colouring’.   (Tomos) 

‘I had fun doing number bonds and lily pads in maths on the laptop’.   (James) 

‘I’ve been playing with the big dinosaurs with their eggs’.   (Henry) 

‘I like being with my friends and using play doh’.   (Tom) 

‘We made a bat, a worm and a spider with the play doh’.   (Oli) 


